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1-GENERAL AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
 t3z. Discontinuous change in magnet-
 ization in ferromagnetic substances. 
 K. blurnkawa. Pruc. Pkyx.-:lla(h. Soc..7apau, 
1$ 38o-;ot (1gg6) and 19. 71i-733 (t937)• 
-1Vhen a oil is womrd around a ferromaguedc 
 wire and is mnnccted to a Braun tube or 
an electromagnetic oscillognp6 through an 
amplilier, the transient voltage induced in the 
coil can be rewrded when [he magnetic field, 
in which the ferromagnetic wire is placed, is 
 varied. I( the rate of change of the magnetic 
field is su Qicient]y slolw; the oscillogr:un con-
sists of isolated peaks or isblatal groups of 
peaks. The peak or the grasp of pealscor-
responds to a path in the ferromagnetic wire 
along rvbicb the reversal 0f magnetization 
~ikcs place, starting from a reversal nucleus. 
The reversal nuclei arc produced ndt simul-
taneously but one after another when [he 
strength of the-applied field increases; the 
ferromagnetic wire is thus gmduallp filled 
 with [lie paths of reversal nmgnetization, until 
the direction of magnetintion of etch part of 
 the wire coincides with that of the eviest 
 magnetization. The velocity of prop;r~~ation 
 of reversal was measural from the oscillogmm. 
 The- velocity of propagation depends on the 
 radius of the ferromagnetic wise examd. 
                           Author.
 153. On the inner potentials of graphite 
 and molybdenite. R. Ucda. Pra. P/ryx.-
. Dlat/e. Soc..Iapsa,.20, s8a-z37 (tg3S).-The 
 values of the mean inner potential of graphite 
 and molybdenite were precisely detd. by 
 analysing cathode uy rellectiou spectra. They
were (owld to be t3,o wilts (..r graphite and 
t q.g volts for molybdenite. The apparent 
decrease of inner potential in low order eflec-
tions, which was lust observed by Yamaguti, 
a~as tudicvt esptl, in detail and comparal 
with the theoretical values toted. by Bethe's 
thmry. Author. 
13;. Constitution and viscosity associa-
tion of high-molecular-weighthydracar-
bons. R. 1'amaguchi. bull. CGeto. Sac. 
Jnpau, 13. 6t-77 (tg38).=1'he relation hc-
tceen the chem. structure and the viscosity 
arson. nL. high-molecular-weir>ht hydrocarbons, 
such as than: present in lubricating oil frac-
tions a•as studied. An cyualion expressing 
the relation in Iuhricating oils between visco• 
lily arson. and viscosity-temp, coeH. was 
'established, and, in order to study their 
ciscostity as~un. in relation to their chem. 
structure, tales of viscosity arson. were made 
with the aid of the equation for a munher of 
high-molecular-weight hydmcnrbons wlwse 
visrnsity-temp, melT. and chem. strrcturc are 
known. Lnteroling conclusions were drawn for 
these hyd rocarbous in rnnnection with the 
etlecl nl chem. structure on the viscosity-temp. 
coe8: Author. 
t35. Studies on lubricating oils. III. 
Yiscoeities of hydroaromatic hydro-
carbons. f. Kagehira. I{sport u/'fhe hop. fatal 
Fuel llepot, 97, 35-33 (1935)•-ln the pre-
vious paper (1), the renter slated that 6ydro-
acenaphthenes were more viscous than hydro-
diphenyls and that partially hyilmgcnatcd
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acenaphthene or pyrene which rnn(d. the 
benzene ring in the molecule was more 
viscous than i~ saturated mmpound, but in 
[he cast of partially hydrogenated tom pA. of 
mphthalenc or Biphenyl, a diff:rent phenom-
erion was ohsen'ed. In this paper, the 
writer discusseB these phenomena Gmn the 
stand paint of the molecular vsocn. Dc T. 
Ishikae':t has proposed the following viscosity 
formula for binary mixs., taking the assocs. 
degrees of constituents into consideration, r,=
r,t(r_-r,) kiai(t-%~,~)tk.a."/,:,, where >7n 
r: and >) are viscusiiics of the tom port 
cots-i,z and their mixture resp.; %,,,, a 
molar fraction of the canponent z ; k, and 
k_. fidil masts. of the components t and 
z ; a, and a., ~ :4ssocn. degrees of mnt-
pnueuts t and z resp. ISy putting in 
this-formula, the values of ciscosifies of hen-
zenc splits. of hy'droarolnatic hydrocarlxrns 
from o.t to o.y molar fraction and by calcg. 
for every molar Uactinn, k`~ "L„=o and              k~a, ~ ' 
( k=a' )/.,,,=t a e obtained. If k„ k. :cod  ,a, 
the assocs. degree of benzene are assumed to 
he most. Yor all cases and, in the case of 
 k=`t° "L
,,,=o, assucd. niolcculcs arc to }x~  k
,a, 
almost completel}• dissocd. to single molecales, 
then the asmcn. degrees of hvdtomatic compels. 
wiU 6e obtained from the following cyvatiun 
           ka. 
          k,n, }Z°,= t 
           /k.a. 
From the results obtained, the writer mu-
cluded that: (i) viscosities of hyAroacenaph-
thenes higher than those of hyAro-diphenyls 
seem to depend on their, higher degrees rof 
molecular assr,n. and (ii} that tetrahydro-
naphthalene or phenylcycbhexarte is • less 
viscous than-decahydmnaphthalene or dicyclo-
hexyl seams to depenA on the (act that the 
benzene sing in the molecules of the former 
compounds decreases the degrees of their 
molecular assocs., but, (iii) the benzene ring 
in the tetrnhydroacenaphthate- or d caitydro-
pyrene-molecule increases its degree of
wsiml C ~mirln• lda 
 molecular assocn. and thus the cismsity of 
 the nosed. mmpomtB becomes higher than 
  [hc satB. mmpound. J.C.L.
 tgh. Decomposition rate of tetralin 
peroxide. V. Effect of prooxygens on the 
 rate of decomposition of peroxyde. Z'. 
 Yamada. .I. Snc, Chcne. lad. ./apmt,40, 
 yo7-9o9 (t 9377•-ht the mntinucd study 
. cunoeming the el7ect oP antioxidant on the 
 rate of deeom pn. of tetralin peroxide, the 
 effect of prooxygens a•as tudied. Yroox}_,,ens 
 used are 1Lr-, Lo-, and I'boleates. Other 
 expel. r»nditions acre the same a<:in the 
 pteccding reports. •1-he result obtained was 
 this : these prooxygens elevateA the reaction 
 order from the firs[, which was ohaervetl 
 when no catalrzer was aelele<L to the second 
 or the third. Some explanations were given 
 from the rate .of elimination of activity of 
 props}•gens for the decmnpn. of tetralin 
 peroxide. Author. 
 t3y: Expansion and pressure coeffici-
 ents of nitrogen,. hydrogen, helium and 
 neon, and the absolute temperature of 
 U°C. J. Oishi. .Pull. best. PGyt. Cl+e+n. 
 ht~xearcb. 16,z4t-z59 (Iy39)-139 means of 
 n gas thermometer. vital parts of which were 
 made of Jena glass t 565t", [he mean expan-
 sion coeffic
pient ap and the mean pressurE  coelficidru hh• of the gas s for. the. temp. 
 range of o`-roo`C anA (or the ice-paint 















Using thevalues \d P '' and \n~~IOO given 
by Holhom and Otto and o0ters for the 
gases, the, values of ]'a and Y,, which are 
the expansion and the pressure coeff. resp. at 
the Avogadro state, were calcA. The results 
are as.(ollows: The results for nitrogen, hy-
















drogen and helimm are in good agreement with 
one another, while for neon gas the value of 7a 
inconsiderably larger than that of yp. This dis-
crepancy seems due to the values of (d(yu) 
                        dP o 
and \ d °) > measured in a high press.       JP roo 
range. It is better, therefore, to exclude the 
results for neon gas in the de[n. o(T of the ideal 
gas. From the zo date obtained on nitrogen, 
hydrogen and helium the following mean 
value was ob<ained: 
       T•Ior=36~7e to-? ; 
hence, 
       •I~
e= ~ -z73•t6r. r 
   Comparing these with the recent data 
ohs^rved by other investigaWts the most pro-
lzthle value is given as 
        T' • Io''=36603,
or To=z73•tfi• 
                          Author. 
133. The action of various elements 
and compounds on photographic plates. 
II, S. Aoyama and T. Fukuroi. Sci. Repts. 
Tnkokr<bn~n• U iv.,. I, '16, 6gt-676(tq33).-
The present investigation was made in order 
[o clarify whether the actiat in yues[ion is 
due to a direct chem. reaction of activated 
gases on photographic plate or to a kind of 
radiation which may be emitted in the assoai. 
of the activated gases. Several expts. were 
carried out as follows: (I) Luensity of 
photographic action vs the duration of ex-
posure of metal specimen on a photographic 
plate. (II) Intensity of action vs the time 
elapsing after the specimen being polished. 
([II) 'Phe rate of dissipation of action due ur 
the di-tance between the specimen's surface 
an[I the photographic plate and also the elTect 
of wall materials on which specimens were
tc•rs val. xn 
laid. (IV) Diffusion -of active particles in the ' 
sensitive layer of a photographic plate as well 
as the adsorption f active particles on the 
surface ofa plate. (V) Relation beheeen the 
roughness of the ;urfacc of specimen a d the 
intensity of action on photographic plate. 
(V I) Photographic action in various kinds of . 
purified gases. Judging from the results of 
the al»ve expts.. the' photographic action is 
ascribal to the chemical ctivity with more 
plausibility, - Authors. 
t3q. Distribution of diethyl tartrate 
betweeen ether and aqueous borate 
solution and a contribution to the 
studies on the equilibrium of the boro-
diol complex formation. 1-. 'I'suzuki. 
Rull. Ckcnr. Soc. ,/apaa, 13, 337-339 (~ 93g)• 
-Diethyl tartrate (T) dissolves in botL ether 
and water, whereas KBO: does not dissolve 
in ether. By measuring dte distribution of the 
tartaric ester between ther and water and be-
hveen ether and KBO-, saln. it w;u found 
with the help of NernsPs distribution law that 
the tartaric ester combines with borate ion form-
ing so-called boro-diol completes ITB' and 
•1'..B') and that the following bvo equilihdl 
slwuld exist in the KBO. layer 
Ethereal layer: T 
          )1 
KBO. layer: BU't'I'; TB' 
                (mmto-diol t}'pe)tH<fJ, 
           TB't T~T.B' 
                          Author. 
r;o. On experimental conditions for 
the ha]f-shadow polarimetry. R. 1Suchi-
da. R~uld Chcne. Sx. Jayxrn. 13, 353-356 
(1938): For the purpose of improving etptl. 
conditions for measuring optical rotation of 
coloured sulst5nces, the author proposed a 
formula for sensitivity n Lalf-shadow polari-
metry. Tire angle between the vibration 
directions of the two poladzers, z0correspond-
ing to the coax, sensitivity was found thus 
zB= z~ (s,-er), where e> and er are molar 
ettinctioh coeli's. for circularly-polarized lights
ttiilf~lt~o)i~~ Vol. 12n (1938)
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' and c and d are the concn; (coo]/L} and the 
  thickness '(em.} of layer of the solo. resp. For 
  substances whose circular dichroism isunknown 
 the following relation: may be used
                
I }ec,d 
     z0=z~ 1 e , 
0 
  where I and I, are intensities o(the ]inht before 
  and after traversing the solo. and a is themolar 
  extinetinn coefL pf the racemic substance. 
  Applying the latter. eyuation for colourless 
  substances, the most suictble anglefor half-
  shadnw polarimetry was found to be 7.~ to 
  8°, which coincides wish usual practice. 
                            Author.
  tot. %•ray diffraction haloesappearing 
  wire on Laue-photagraphs taken with 
  drawn wire of aluminium. Y. Seiki..l. Sat. 
  lli.ra slrrnt¢ I7niz•., 8, y9-toz (rgg8). \-ra}' 
  diffrnclion haloes appearing on laue-pholo-
  gmphs, of endon view, of aluminium wire prepri. 
  by dt'awing ahr-ays in the same direction were 
  studied minutel}• in the present e>~p[. Author. 
  r;z. On the interaction of elementary 
  particles. III. H. Yukawa, S. Stkata and 
  111.'1'aketani. Proc. Phya: Math. Soc. Japan,20, 
  3t9-3tio (t qg8).-The linear cyuations forthe 
  new Held, whi=b tras considered in the fist and 
  second parts of this paper, are constructed as
  a generalization of Dlaxwcll's cy uation for the 
  electromagnetic field. The field is thus des-
  criherl b}~ nvo four vccoors and hvo six vectors, 
  which are conjugate.complex to each other 
  resp. The quxntization of Ibis field is per-
  formed and it is shown that the yuanta 
  accompanying it have each spin t. The 
  interaction of these yuanta with the elecnn• 
  magnetic field is discussed and it is Found 
  that each of them has the magnetic moment 
  of the magnihu9e e~ h m.c approximately.                                   _s 
  Thus, the anomalousmagnetic moments of the 
  neutron and the proton can 6e attributed to 
  the r~ir[ual presence of the heavy yuanta- As 
  a consequence of the interaction betweenthis 
  field with the heavy particle, the exchange 
  forcesof Elajorana and Heisenberg types, are 
  obtained which are correct both in sign and
[-Crrsrrnl cool Phy rira! Chrnur[ry 195 
magnitude. Finally, the pmhahility ofannihila-
tion of the heavy quantum in free space by 
emitting-.a pos. or neg. electron and a neutrino 
or an antineutrino is rated. and its hearing on 
the problem of the hard component of the 
cosmic rar is discussed. Authors. 
t q3. Specific gravitiea,gf aqueous solu-
tions of inorganic neutral salts and 
fatty acid salts. E. Kin and K. Ri. 
Chosen liag¢kuka Kaihn, 9, r-6 (tg33): 
The specific gravities of aqumus solos. of 
various morns. of the salts mentioned below 
were measured at zo°C by means of a pycno-
meter holding g cc : NaCI, IiCI, II,CI • f,H,O, 
CaC]_. • zII,Q SrCI. • 6H_.O, BaCI : • zH:Q 
Na Br; i\TaNO9. KNOB, AIg(NO,).-(iHTO, 
Sr(NOs),,. Ba(NO1)_s Na:SOa, K,SO.,, itTgSO,-
91I.Q KSC:N, etc. J. C.L.
taa. On the rhythmic precipitation in 
the electric field. Note III. T. Okaya. 
I'roc. Pkys.vllath. Soe. Japan,. 20, t tt~t t9 
(rg38).-The rhythmic ppm. of the silver 
bichromate in gelatin in the electric field was 
studieJ both theoretically and exptl. t) The 
ppnt. energy of a molecule-ion of silver for 
the forntation of silver bichromate is quite 
roost. even in the case where the electric field 
is applied and is independent of the order 
number of pptn. layer. Its numerical vahie 
is 77.8 kit. cal. z) If the applied electric 
field V is not strong (-6 ~ V<t6 volts), the 
diffusion cceft: a of silver ions which move 
through the gelatin may he expressed by 
a=an(t °.V)-k, 3) The mobility of ions 
x may also be given by x=z~(t-mV) with 
the same numerical factor to as in z)• 4) 
The ratio l9=In/VU, of the position In 
to the square toot of time of formation f 
of the n-th. pptn, lacer is approximately 
independent of the order number n. It ma}• 
be expressed by j7=av (r-rV), where 7 is a 
certain umerical factor. These cceffs. a, z, ~ 
as well as m and >• were measured or deduced 
for the esptl. systems taken into consideration 
by the author Author.
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ta5. An investigation on oxidation of 
crystal surfaces with electron diffrac-
tion method. II. Copper single crystals. 
'I'. Yamaguti. I'rnc. PGyx.-Jlath. Soc. Japan, 
III, 2Q z3o--zat (tg33): F.Icctron ditTmctions 
from mineral cuprite.and single crystals of 
cuprous oxide, the latter being obutined by 
oxid izigg single crystals of copper at high 
temps., were investigated. In the spot pa¢erns, 
some spots tvrresponing [o diffractions• for-
Lidden from the structure factor were ohsers•cYl, 
to which an inlerprclation was given. Orienta-
tions of the oxide single crystals to their 
mother copper single en•slals are detd. by [he 
analysis of the spot pmterns fmm the crystals 
of both kinds, and three different relative 
orientations arc ubsen•ed, the pres^nce of which 
is to be attributed to the presence of three 
differcnl modes of tmnspoitions, and is not 
due to recryaalliz:uions of rapper atoms in 
forming the cuprous oxide lattice from the 
rapper lattice. Lattice courts. of cuprous 
oxide formed under different conditions and 
mineral cuprite .are rletd. fmm the spot 
panents, I:noo•in„ the wave-lengths ofelectrons 
from the diffraction rings of magnesiuot oxide 
prwder, which was ppld, on the surfaces of 
the specimens. :\uthor. 
ta5. The effect of the high tension 
electrical discharge on the contact-
catalytic reaction. I. Seto and 3I. Ozaki. 
(+akrjifu h"yhhn, I:3. 4zq--a+z (t938)•-The 
authors have studied such ntalvfic reactions 
under the influence of the high tension 
electrical discharge, as the hydrogenation f 
soya beam nil (./. ,Soc. C/lent. Ltd., Japan, 38, 
t97• (tg35):40, at8, (ty37)), the reduction of 
nitrobenzene (ibid., 40, t8q, (tg37)); and that of 
mentbone. In these zps., the reacting liquid 
was mired with a nickel catalyst nn kiaelguhr 
in suspended slate and placed in a ozoniser-
type reaction vessel which was kepi at awns t• 
temp. ]n case the reacting liquid had poor 
insulating pincer, it was dissolved ina suitable 
solvent, paraffin il, in order that a sufficiently 
high elecu•ical tension could be applied on the 
reaction system. The reaction was carried out
..' '1' F ACTS V..1. X11 
~y blowing hyrlmgen through the reacting mist. 
from [he bottom of the vessel anti of the same 
time applying the high clectrirtl tension on the 
electrodes plated inside and outside dre vessel. 
As the result of the expts., it was found that the 
effect o(the electrica! discharge was remarkable 
in promoting the rate of the catalytic reaction, 
especially when the insulating power of the 
reacting mist and accordingly the discharging 
voltage was high, but the increase of the 
intesity of thedischargin•G current had unfavour-
able effect on promotion of the rctcdon. 
Therefore, it seems tb the author that, in 
these xpls., the s[atical electrical tension may 
play some importtnl roles in the heterogeneous 
reaction proceeding on the surfam of the 
catalyst. A utbor. 
ta7. The motion of ethylene halide 
molecules in crystals as revealed by the 
Kaman effect. 5. 1\l izushima and Y• 
lIorinq, ]it[ll. Cbeu+. Sac../span, 13, t8z-
t8q (tgg8),-ht the region of the umnndificd 
line there have been observed for crystalline 
ethylene halides some Kaman lines which 
correspond tomotions of molecule as a whole, 
but not to internal normal vibrations, Fur 
ethyIcnc bromide a considerable change iu 
these low frequency lines was observed between 
the spectrum at-ae°C. and sluts at o°C. and 
it is highly probable that his change is caused 
at the transition temp. (-za°C.) observed in 
the thermal measurement. An explanation (or 
these xptl. results was suggested to identify 
these lines .with lattice frequencies and ro regard 
the transition point as the temp. at which the 
one dimensional molecular rotation sets in. 
                            e\ulhor.
tab. The normal vibrations of ethylene 
halides. Y. Iviodno Brrll. Cl+cut. Soe. Japan, 
13, t8o-tq7 (tg38).-'I'o treat mathematically 
C-H vibrations as well as their effects on 
chain freyuencics, the t8 normal modes of 
vibration were treated assuming the ethyIene 
halide molecule C_I-I,\: to he a system of a 
panicles: The conclusion is that there is as 
much lower frequencies a  tho,e of thr four
\,w 6 3-:l/ourir SAudnn•, 
lady problem S-(CII_)-((.;H,)-Y, even though 
the motion of hydrolren atoms is taken into 
consideration. Author. 
t ~q. Dipole moments of benzil and 
stilbene dichloride. ii. I-Iigashi. Bn[l. C,Gcrn. 
Soc. Jrryran, 13, r58-r6fi (n738).-The 
dipole moments ofbenril and stihenc dichloride 
were mcasu red +vith the folloo~ing results. 




:ir/n' ouC /'wlu,bniri#m lf/i 
lienril 3. fiz I)(zj°) and 3.fiz (50°) in lx nzene, 
3.5z D (z~) and 3.;6 D (jo°) in carbon 
tetrachloride. a-Stilhene dichloride.at z~ r.45D 
in benzene and r.gz ll in carbon tetrachloride. 
"I'he results Icad to the conclusion that dre 
L-C hood in a lx:nzil molecule should he a 
hydrid of single and double hoods. 
                          Author.
STRUCTURE, RADIOCHEMISTRY 
ND PHOTOCHEMISTRY
r5o. 7-ray activity induced in cadmium 
by slow neutronbombardment. S. Naka-
gaa•a~and L Sumotn. Proe. Gnp.:ICUd., 13, 
rofi--to7 (t 933).-;\ctivities induce.i n cad-
mium by bomharding neunons were im~esii-
galed: It +ras especially noted That the aj 
minute peri+xt of activity w'as ~olnerved only 
by Trays. H-rays of the rnrraponding pro-
duct is supposrd to lx: eidrer very weak ur 
entirely suppressed. Authors. 
r5~t. Infra-red absorption spectra and 
hydrogen bridge. I. Near infra-red 
spectra of inorganic oxyaeids: T. Sirlei 
and K. lmahori. Rrnc. Phyx.-JlaRh. Sbc. 
.hyxru, III, 'LII, 3o.t-3u (rg38).--Phc near 
infra-rcvl absorption spectrum of sulphuric 
acid at vuious conchs. and temps. 'ioge[her 
with some preliminary accounts fur niuic acid 
is presented in this paper. In the rue of 
sulphuric acid at room temp. a broad band 
with n max.:u 1.8rµ was ulurrved, and it 
n:ns. ascribed to the cihration characteristic of 
the motion of hydrogen against oxygen in the 
acid OH group. :\ similar hand y'as observed 
in acid solos. \\%hen temp. ros•_ the band at 
[.8tµ was weakened in its imrnsity anJ a 
new band at r-jµ n•hich was in .the overtonr, 
region characteristic .of the OH radical ap-
peared increasing its intensity aitb temp. Fur 
finning sulphuric acid and fuming -nitric acid 
-at room temp. the characteristic OH alsarp-
tion bands lie at r.jµ tutd r.j5µ resp. From
these fuels the structures of these acids and 
their solos. together ~+cith qw hamre of the 
hydrogen farad were discussed- Author. 
r jz. Absorption bands of metallic com-
plexes. I, The third bands. R. "Psuchidn 
.I. C/rcne. .Gic. .lalxut, 59, 586.-;qfi (r938). 
-Alssorption speetrn of complex ewupds. 
usualh• consist of the lire[, the second and 
the third bands as well as those due to co-
ordinated groups themselves- The origins of 
th~x absorption bands have been discussed 
in this series of pipers- Postulating [lint, by 
absorption ofa yuant. hv, (v,=the frcyuency 
of the third bond), a kind of neutralization 
takes place Ir<hvcen .the ccritral ion and one 
of the cro-ordinated anion to produce rat 
excited ionogen in the original suet of co-
ordination, the following relation was derived: 
~hi,=S+P-FL•'-], where E is the electron 
a(iinity of the anion, J the ionization energy 
of the central ion, S the cn-ordination e ergy, 
and P the unrk oC approach of the anion to 
the' seat of co-ordinaiion. The ultra-eiolet 
absorption band of solid alkali halide was 
explained as a special case of the third lxind. 
Examples ofspecial hands, i.e., bands ascribed 
to co-oniihatal groups themselves, were given 
and the end ahsorption explained. IL The 
first bands. Ibid., 73r-7•r3 (t93$)~ Ttie 
first band is ascribed to electron transitions in
the unsa[d. transition-shell of the central ion. 
The band, therefore, appears only when the
l96 ANSI 
central ion is of a transition clement. The 
shift of the F.r;< Ixind by substitution of co-
ordinated groups or ions may he explained 
iw postulatiq~ that theelectron Imnsitions are 
mare or less depressed by the ne~ativc field 
of the aronlinatnl groups or ions. The 
depression may convenienll}• be reprdertted 
by [, the energy of approach of the co-
ordinated group: or ion, i.e., lbe work done 
by the ligand, if it were to approacL from 
infinity to the scat of coordination. The 
ascendin order of 1', i.e., the sequence of 
hypsc,chromic effect on the first hand, is 
dtcoretically N[h,. I-I_O, F', CI', Br-, and 
I-. The empirically obtained'onler of Iq•psn-
chromic ellect on the fist band is NO:-, 
NFI„ ONO-, H,O, NCS', NOa . SOS OH-, 
C.O; , COt S.O1 , CI', CrO,`, and Br . 
All the cxpll. rules so far obtained of the 
ships of the firs[ bends may be explained b}• 
the hypothesis. Camfol observation of the 
tint 6ctnds of vitro-ammine and nitri[o-ammine 
mbaltic compels. Icd to the iollotring conclu-
sion. In NaaCo(NO.)~, so-called sodium 
cotxthic nitrite nr 6exanitro-cobthiate, the
NO: inn is, co-ontinaterl to the central 
colxtltic ion not 6}' \, but br O. The 
complex should, lhercfore, be correctly called 
sodium hcxanitrito-colxiltiate. Author. 
t53. On the electronic structure of 
alloys. 'I'. 1lluto. SCi: I'aperx burl. YGyx 
Cheer. Research, 34, 3i7-3go (rg38).-From 
the rigorous point of view. Jones noel ?Ifott's 
method of attack of alloy-properties may .be 
consideral to be based on some ambiguous 
assmnptions, although their theory was 
successful in explaining some of the phys. 
properties n( alloys. In order to remove ,toe 
ambiguities, the author arorked theoretically the 
alloy problem by means o(the ordinary perturba-
tion theory in yvant. meths. combine,) with 
Nrordheim's virtual system, sort. it was found 
that Jones noel Afolcs theory is approximately 
valid as far as the form and size of the 
Brillouiu zone are concerned, but the amt. of 
energy discontinuit}• across the boundary 
planes can not be derived corecdy from their
'•x
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theory. Ry his general method of treatment 
mentioncvl shove, the author was able to 
explain satisfactorily the abnormal change of 
a diam:t~netic susceptibility of AuCus alloy in 
the order-disorder transition. which could not 
lre accounted fur by Um Jones' thmry of 
alloy. The fine structure of .\--rays aL>sorp-
lion edge of alloy and its electrical mnduc-
livity was theoretically discussed in accordance 
With the exptl. oxcrvntions. Author. 
t5a. On the decomposition voltage of 
fused magnesium chloride- K. S1no. Sci. 
Hepta. ToLokrr bop. linir., I, 26, boq-5to 
(t q3$)--The decompn, voltage of fusttl 
magnesium chloride tras calal. from the 
thermodynamical values of the chloride in the 
solid state dell. by the present writer in his 
previous report, and it was compared with 
those of other. investigators- :l utbor. 
r55. Electric conductivity of glasses 
and fused salts. S. Kaneko. .l. G'Geni. 
Soc..7apam 59, bi3-57a (ny38).-Assuming 
that the ions in the sr,ln. are vibrating inccs 
snotty and occ:tsionalh• jumping L'om one 
place to another, the following relation Ue-
tween the specific om)nctivity z of glasses. 
or fused salts and al~lutc temp. T o:ns 
found : log x=- ~, tR where A and. B 
are consts. Auhor. 
t55. Absorption spectra of thiocyanate 
compounds of metals. L Y. Uzumasa, 
II. Okuno and K. Doi. J. CGem.~ Sx. 
,/ap¢n, 59, 655-55t (tggg).=1'be alsorplian 
spectra of thioc}•anates of NFI„ K, Ca, Ba, 
hlg,ln, Cd, Be. AI, Ilg(Iq, Bi. Fc(III), 'Ii 
(II[, IV) and V (ll, lll, IV, V) were studied 
and their alnorptiun cun~es were mapped after 
Hartley and Raly for the visible as well as 
the ultra-violet regions. Fur NH:,, K, Ca, Ra, 
\Ig, 7.n, Cd, tic, AI and V (V), no selective 
absorption was obser•eti, while for Hg, Iii. 
Fe, '1'i and V (Il, III, 1V) there was found 
a ch:vacteristic rend at wave number 3500 
mm '. 'This .band is possibly due, as Y. 
Shibata once suggested, to the complex ion
 12n (1938)
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(orrned by the metallic and thiocyanate ions. 
OF the coloured thiocyanate complexes esamd., 
ixtthochromic action of thiocyanate radical 
was in general observed. 'the ayueo us sot n. 
of Free thiocyanic acid has also shown a baud 
a[ 3jtio mm ', for which some polymerization 
prnducts of the acid are considered to be 
responsible. It is suggested that the charac-
teristic band at 35oo mm `should he: used 
(or testing the purity of free thiocpanic acid 
or of thioc}'anates which do not develop any 
selective Mod in the pure slate. 
                          Authors.
FodintGn+
t;q. Researches on the concentration 
of hydrogen ions contained in the 
aqueous solutions of complex cobaltam-
mines and theiz absorption spectra. 
IV. Aqueous solutions containing 
ethylene diamine. T. Uemum and N. 
H iruawa. R~ull. Chem. Sce. Taymt, 13, 377-
387 11938):-One of the writers (Uemwa) has 
already discussed n•ith I-I. Sueda on the spec-
trerchem. egecG given by the solos. of various 
mhal[ammin es. in the present research some 
complex cobaitam ines that contain the 
ethylene diamine (abbreviation: en) molecules 
in (heir complex radicals were selected. Out 
of the eleven samples taken, the :tluorplion 
curves given by [Ct~(en)~]1.1~ are little afTected 
by the variation of its hydrogen ions conch. 
Both configurations, cis- and nuns-, ~f the 
three complex salts, [Co (cn}.. CI (I-I,U)] Cle, 
[Co (en).(H.O)_]Ci, amt [Co(en).C:I_]Ci; show 
similar absorption curves in their alkali solos., 
i.e, absorption max. at abdui 37o colt and 
min. at about 3zo mµ; it is hard to change 
these salts iu their acidic solo., but they easily 
become changeable in their neutral solos., and 
con unnslormerl into [Co(enJ_OH(fG_O)]CL. 
when their solos. are alkaline. The complex 
salt [Co(en):\O_(Ii:O)](\*O,)r, lath in its cis-
anrl [tans-forms, loses the selective alisorption 
in the alkali solo., and protrttbly the cis-type 
of [he salt changes into cis [Co(en),NU.OH} 
?IU, when its solo. becomes alkaline. 
                          Authors.
rir[q• rs+td F/olo, leneisrr, l99 
r58. The kinetic energy of an atom 
nucleus in Hartree-P'ock's model Si 
"I'omonaa . Sei. Payers Tit<ct. I'hya. Client. 
Research, 32, zz9-a3z (r9371• -In the 
calculation of the eIlicicocy oP an atom 
Nucleus b}• the single body model it is dips-
cult to separate tl,e kinetic energy of the 
centre of gravity from the whole kinetic 
energy of the nucleus. Bathe and Rose studied 
the influence of the sepn. in a special case 
of the vibration model. The method is to 
use the wave function turning sn the cmniinate 
of the position of the ma[eru11 point, into 
           t i`tz '
r-'r dLtN ~ ~"`chBre d, the parameter,        ( ) 
.i=i 
is taken as t to satisfy the condition of the 
minimum enemy after integrating Hamilton's 
function. 1. C. L.
t;9. A IQote on the Stark-effect of 
secondary spectrum of hydrogen. ;VI. 
I{iuti anti H. Hastnmma. Proc. Phys: JI¢{h, 
Soc. ,T¢p¢a, III, 20, t6o-t6r (rg33).-The 
detached Stark-effect omponent observed iN 
the f (z) and R (o) lines of the o-4, 0-3 
and o-r bands of 3'\-zp'?1 is interpreted 
as due to forbidden transitions Gom 3p'a, 
v=o, 6=t ¢ to [he respective end states of 
these lines. The 3Fi .,, v=o, K=r a [eon, 
Laving been newly ascertained L}• Richardson 
in the analysis of 3p'rr=zs'L Mnds, just falls 
close to the common rapper level of the lines, 
3'N, v=o, K= t a, and is to interact pith the 
scone in the presence of electric ficld-
                            Authnrs.
tGo. On the application of the vector 
model method to calculation of 
nuclear energy. T. Shimose. Proc. Phys.-
AlaU,, Soo..laymt. III, 'L0, 43-54 (t938).-
'Phe vector model method, which 6a; lxen 
used for the eaten. of electronic energy h}• 
Dirac and van Vleck, is also applicable for the 
eaten. of the ts[ order energies of Wigncr 
and NTajorana in (zp)". The author oblaind 
the expressions of the first order energies and 
confirmed the fonuulae in I-land's papers by 
the vector model me[hocl, ]. C; L.
~if~lt~o}i~~ Vol. 12n (1938)
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t6t. Mowing down of neutrons by thin 
layers of paraffin. S. Nishikawa, 5. 
Nak[tga+ia; and _ I_ Sumoto. Sci. Prrpera btRt. 
Phys. Chenn. Researek..34 t-F (tg37), with h 
figs: An analysis of neutron groups which 
activate 8lenrents was made by die metl~od of
slowi~rg .down of neuq~ons Uy paraffin layers. 
Usigg .comparatively thin. plates of pamflin for 
a small successive variation, of thickness, 
curvesconnecting the detected .activity and 
p:[ralTin thickness with and whhnvt aUsorUars 
were nMaine.1 for .40, I and 13r detectors. I[ 
is shown that these carves Lave some infl-dons 
which iiulicate the existeri ceof effective groups 
for the ~dctector uacd. Authors. 
t6z. On the energy ]oss of fast charged 
particles by pair creation. i\i. ]:okxt.}•ashi 
and S. Ozaki. Sci. Paj7ere Ltnt. Pkgs. Cheer. 
Rcae:arrle, 34, 3zr-33r (r q38).-A fast 
charged- particle passingahrough matter can 
lose its enei,gv ~ycreatingelectron pairs directly 
in the Held of an atom: According to the 
method of l1'illinnn aqd Weizaacker, the 
authors Have stimated the onlgr of magnitude 
of the av. enemy loss of a charged particle 
p°r collision with' an atom in this way. and 
oUtained 6+u following results. "The~total energy 
loss of a fast electron due to pair creation is 
proportional toand smaller approximately U
a )actor n {the fine-structure cons) than that 
due to ' 13rems;trahlung'. A Heavy particle 
with an elementary charge loses the ey ual 
amount of eneru„y Ur• pair creation as [hat of 
an electron of the same velocity. 'The greater 
part of the energy lost in [his way is carried 
away hp high energy pos. and neg. electrons. 
Since the energ}• of electrons produced by 
ionizatiai -is comparatively smalh and the 
energy loss. due to ' Bremsstrahlung • of a 
Heavy charged particle with-mass Uis smaller 
by a facmr "` Than Qtnt for an electron             :1! 
with mass au of the same velocity, the energy 
transfer to fast light particles by a heavy par-
ticle with mass 31, .vhich is couch greater than 
  ~ rn, will be almost entirely due to pair 
a 
creatioq. And the greater par[ of cosmic ray
      'r R ACT Vol. XII 
sho+cers at depths air matter may lre initialed 
Up these pos. and neg. electrons created b}' 
heavy charged particles in this +cay. The 
energy loss due to pair crestion increases 
rapidly ~+•ith increasing energy of incident 
particles, and for sulticiently High energy 
(~ ro'_llc°) it will de greater than the :energy 
loss due to ionization which increases rery 
slowly. Authors. 
t63, On 3dEAs configuration of Ni. II. 
"1'. Yamauchi. Proe Pkya.-llatta. Sor...7apan, 
III, 20, >_;z-z;; (t937)~-'1-he configuration 
of ads;s of Ni]I, analyse;) by Shenstone, is 
very near to LS coupling case, as is shown by 
the validity of Landes g-fomtala except far few 
terms. Neverd7eluss, 'P terms are partly 
inverted, and the inb:n•al n( nvo 'D fenns, 
which is to M zero according to the I_Siormula, 
is larger than that of °P. "These suggest tra~,c 
prrturlx[tion between 'l'and 'D. In this note, 
these static energies of these t+vo terms +eerc: 
very close Uy. 'They wereindeed nearer than 
the values ctlcd. according w the first order 
theory, which might be attributed tothe periurhn~ 
lion on 'D from 3a' con figuratinn. The anomalies 
of intervals and g-values were then satisfactorily 
accounted for. :\uthor-
tfi4. On the thermosluminescence of 
quartz exposed to X-rays. T. Fut:.gami. 
/'rce• Phyir.-,Math. Sor.. Japan, III,'10, a>8-
4fi6 (t q38).--Quartz, exposed to-1' rot's, nhraiiis 
a smoky colour, and it the cr}•s(al is heater), 
the colour will fade away, emitting thereby 
a Ulue thernto-luminescence. The aUsorp-
lion spectrum of coloured quartz e~as 
exantd., and it was found that it extends 
nll over the regions of infra-red, visible grid 
ultra-violet spectra, and that there exist two 
Hat maxima at 3qo cop and 3oi m/.t. 'The 
intensity variations of the thermo-Imnine;cence 
with respect [o time and temp. were investi-
gated by a. rotating film app. The spectrum 
of the t:hermo-luminescence .vasobtaineri 
Uy a yuartz spectrograph, and it a•as fount! to 
Ue a continuous ate ranging from 6tomµ to 
385 m/r with a maximum at 46q mtr. '1'lie
Itiilt~lt~o)i~~ Vol. 12n (1938)
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 intensity distribution of the spectrum teas also 
 detd. Author. 
 r6j. On the relation between the confi-
 guration of metallic complex salts and 
 their absorption spectra. III. c•i.v-
 trinitro-triammine-cobalt. H. Sua-la..f. 
  Chem. .Soc../apace, 59, 47-48 (tg38).-Cis-
 triniuo-triammine-co~tlt teas' prepd. and its 
 absorption band proved to be indentical with 
 that expected from author's assumption given 
 in the firs[' paper. Author. 
 t6G. Absorption bands of metallic 
 complexe-s. iII. The second bands: R. 
 '1'snehida. J. Chene. Sac. Japan, 59, Stq-
 S3z ([933). 'Phe alsorption spectraof co-
 ordination mmpda, consist of the first,the 
 second and the [bird IrandS as well :ts those 
 due to ligaods themselves. Some of the 
 compels, may lack the first or the third band, 
 but none of them the second. Postulating that 
 br absorption F.t quantum hv_ (v_=frequency 
 of the second txtnd) the co-ordinate linkage 
 is temporarilc broken to praluce an excited 
 metastable land in the original scat of co-
Tiadiar/r.•n:iA!r and P/wrocheurisroy 301. 
ottlina[ion, the following relations have been 
dcrivoa : (~=T-R+S+ m `m' ,and .Y= 
n hv_, where (~ is [hc heat formation per coordi-
nation, Rthe activation e ergy, Sthe co-ordina-
tion energy, rp the lattice energy of the rn-
ordination compd., rD ~'s [he lattice nergies of the 
mmponeht compels. of first order, and N the 
coordination mm~ber. The coordination 
energy, S (hv;), may be taken as the measure 
o! sLlbility- of the coordination compd. 1'he 
order. of hypsodtromic effect of ligaods on the 
second b;mJ gives the order of strength ofthe 
co-ordinate linkages hehveen the central ion 
and the ligaods. The order of sttbility htu 
been detd, spectrochemically, viz.NHz, NO_ 
ONO; PLO, NCS; OhI; NO-„ CI-, COs', 
Bc- The substitution f ligaods which pro-
ceeds naturally takes place in the direction, 
in which dre value S increases, or in Qtber 
words, the second band is displaced towards 
the shorter wavelengths; wherea;tb@st.•tbility 
of coordimtion compels, may be defined by 
.S the photochemical stability should be given 
by P-R. Moth the s[abilities arc mmµlred 
with illustrations. Author,
3-ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND THERMOCHEMISTRY
t6y. On the additive properties of the 
strong electrolyte solution. 5. I{aneko. 
Bull. /dlectrafeclen. Labaratory, 3, tj6-1j~ 
(tg3SJ.-The method of the least syuates is 
applied to the eaten, of the most proMble 
values when the additit•ily law holds on 
various properties of the strong electrolyte 
solo. Author. 
t68. Determination of the vapairr 
pressures of solid salts. II. Vapour 
pressure of alkali halides and their 
thermodynamic calculations I{, Niw•a. 
J. Cleent. Soc. .Iapan, 59, 637-649 ([938)• 
-In the previous work of this series the 
vapour pressure of solid mercuric halides was
deal. by Knudsetis effusion me[lwd applying 
a microlztlance, and sufficiently accurate re-
sults were obtained. The present paper is 
concerned tcith a detn. of the vapour pres-
sure of solid salts at higher temps. using a 
similar app. which [vas somewhat improve) 
for this purpose. 'Cbe vapour pressure of 
solid alkali halides wns dettf. between joo° 
and 84o L, and fmm those results obtained 
thermodrnantic values, such as heat of sub-
limation, molecule energy, chem. const„ free 
energy change of sublimation, entropy chauge 
of sublimation and entropy oC salt vapour, 
were calcd., and a certain regularity was 
found to exist hehveen the cnluo gbtained
~ilt~lt~o}i~~ Vol. 12n (1938)
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salt -the cp•sullochemical masts . Author.
 t69. On the determination of surface 
 eonductivitiea in glass diaphragm for 
 aqueous solutions of electrolytes. I1[. 
 Nishikawa. J. Elrt!-r•i~ckcrn. !1 xaot.. .7apan, 
 6, t74-t77 (t938)~ In the expts. of clectm-
osmosis, streaming potential and the like, 
dilute solos. arc often treated, and the surface 
 conductance becomes important in the inter-
stices of capillary or diaphragm materials. The 
scale of surface mnductivity is ezpresial as 
x,-x,,, that is dtc ratio of surf:\ce mnductance 
to bulk conductan
Ice, and is rated. as fiillows:   X, Xo i-XM x~ \l'IICrC                                   x°re rtsenis     xo xu~xe-'li~k,r' p 
the specific mnductivity in the inner part of 
liquid. x, the effective conductivit~•, K the 
cell most. between both electrodes ofthe cell, 
and k, the cell most, between ,diaphragm and 
electrode. The surface mnductivity can be 
calcJ. fmm this eyualion by the measurement 
of x„ and x„ The author detd. the surface 
mnductivi[ies in hard glass diaphrx~m for 
dilute aqucous olos, of HCI, I{OII, ICCI, 
1{NOa, f{IIrPO.,, IC_SOa. 1{,COs. Ii~PQ, and 
K.,Fe(CN)~ and it was concluded that the 
ratio of surface conductance to hulk mn-
ducumce increases remarkably as the eonen. 
rlecrctses. The surface conductivities were 
generally similar in salt solos. of the same 
morn. and increased slightly with the valen-
cies of anion. In the case- of acid or alkali, 
however, ihe}• shoved far smaller values than 
those of the salts of tLe same mncr!. The 
surface mnductivity also increases as the 
temp. decreases. - Author.
t7o. On the two-component system 
sulphur dioxide and potassium iodide. 
I. Itlori. hgtU. Incl. P~ys. Cheue. Xenearc!<, 
17, 34z-3ja (t93g)~ The vapour pressure 
depression of solos. of potassium iodide in 
liquid sulphur dioxide at carious cnnrns. was 
measured by the static method at o°, t0° anJ 
zo C. The relation between vapour pressures 
and morns. of the solos may be represented 
satisfactorily b the following equations:
          P-889.5 o.oooi7aa3 
     -o.oo3tzo3 N;t-o.oo3gz6j e-0.58770 
  at o°C ~ o.t8gz-N           p-tot5.7 )=o.ooaz7ioo -' -o.ooti77jN+o.aotjgt4 a-O'N zz 
                      lN=o.tBgz~o.ozx9) 
         p-u)433 3 o9j 
    -aoot66yoN+ooo33zGz c-o.G7iot 
N 
               . (N=o.tjg6~.o. tjo) 
where p is the vapour pressure in nun.Flg 
and N the mot fraction of I{I. The com-
position of the molecular cnmpi. formed he-
nveen SO, anJ lCI at o° and -to°C tvas 
decd. h}' measuring the change in. vapour 
pressurein varying the mot ratio of SO._, to 
I{L 'I'lls conclusion teas drawn that the 
molecular compd. must have the comps. 
KLzSOz at those temps., though \1':Jden and 
Centnerszwer, and Foo[e- and Flcischcr had 
reported the existence of1{L;SO.. Using the 
dan obtained the free energy of formation of 
the molecular compd. and other thermody-
namic. yuantities were rated. Author. 
t?t. The equilibrium diagram of the 
system-CaO•MgO•'lSiO_ MnO•TiO,. U. 
Nishioka. JlotaLs, 14, t38-tao (t938): The 
cyuil. o(diopside-pyrophanitc system Las been 
studie;l by means of the microscopic exams. of 
the yuenched specimens undertLe metallurgical 
miaoscope, and a diagram has been pro-
posed. The system is a simple eutectic type 
having an eutectic paint at t t83` n~th a3 w•. per 
cent of 11LtO•TiO.- Autlwr.
 t?z. The equilibrium diagrams of the 
three binary systems (1) CaO•SiO_TtO. 
-MgO•TiO,. (2) CaO•MgO.23iO-MnO•TiO. 
and (3) CaO•SiO.-2CaO.Fe.O,. 1C. Iwase 
and U. Nishioka. .Sri. Repts. ,'!'olwk« hop. 
 Univ., I, 26, gqz-603 (t938).-The etluil. dia-
grams, of the three binary systems, CaO•SiOo 'PiO
a iVlgO•TiOz, CaO.31gOnSiO.-\[nO•TiO: 
and (:aO•SiO.-zCaO•FerO, were detd. by
itin~7t~a};~~Vol. 72n (1938)
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means of microscopic eramn. of specimens 
quenched from various temps. with a metalu-
rgical microscope and in the case of CaO~ 
SiO. zCaO•Fe.O~ system also by thermal na-
lysis. These three binary systems are all of 
a simple utectic type, having neither solid s~ln. 
nor compd. Authors. 
t73. Measurement of P.r considered 
from the theoretical standpoint of 
activity coefficients. S. Yoshida. Shihiseia, 
S, 147-755 (i93i)~ Lt the study of h}•drogen 
ion conca, whether the solo., to be used is a 
weak electrolyte or a strong eleclroly[e solo: 
m usi be considered. In the case of weak 
electrolyte solo., Oshvald's dilution law is 
employed, but in dae case of strong oleetrolyte 
solo. Debye-Hiickel's or Ghosli s law is. 
'the authors expel. results how a bitter agree-
ment n•ith G}msh's theory than with Debye-
Huckel's. \lrhen the normal electrode potential 
of a rnlomel electrode is detd., the N/too 
binar}• eiectrol}'te solo., such as hydrochloric 
acid, is usually used to measure theactieity of 
hydrogen ion according to Ghosh's thmry. 
                          Author.
174. The heat of formation and specific 
heat of tantalum nitride. S. Satoh. Sei. 
Palaers beet. Plays: Ckem. Research, 34, 477 
-436 (i93S).-Since the specific heat of 
tanlalmn uilride is not yet known, the mean 
specific heat of it was measure[] by means 
of the ice calorimeter over the three temp. 
ranges : 0° - 99.5°C, o° - 305.3°C, 0° -
5oo:4°C, and the equation of the [rue specific 
heat was obtained : C=0.04735-1.7.068 x to-~t 
-g.SoSxto "t`. 13y using these values, the 
heat of formation of tantalum nitride at s5°C 
was computed (mm. the dissocn. press. of 
it at high temps. "1'he result obtained is as 
follotvs:'1'atN=Ta\~-_8650. Tlaerelation-
ship hehveen the hefts of formation ofnitrides 
of the elements belonging to the fiRh series, 
the fifth and sixth groups of the periodic 
table of the elements, :cod .their atomic 
numbers i discnsseil. Aathor.
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. t74. The heat of formation .and specific 
heat of calcium nitride. S. Satoh. ,Scd. 
Payers Incl. Phys: (7lteva. He»terrrch,. 34. 534-
595 (t93S). As the specific heat of calcium 
 nitride is not yet known, the meinspecific 
 heat of it was measured by dte ice calorimeter 
 over the three temp. ranges: o°-qq.7°C, 
 0°-3o4.3°C, and o°-5oo.3°C, and the 
equation of the true specific heat was otxained 
 within the limit over the ahove temp. rnn;es ; 
 C=o.tStytt.aygx to-'at t.38S x io-Br". By 
 using these values; the heat of fin~mation of 
 calcium nitride was computed from the dissocn. 
 pressure mctsured at high temps. The result ob-
 [.tined is as follows:3Cat Na=Ga~N_} ao5,zeo. 
 The relationship hehveen the heats of forma-
 tion of the nitrides of tlae elements bdonging 
 to the sewnd group of periodic table and 
 their atomic numbers i discussed. 
                              Author. 
 176, Vapour pressure of the corrosive 
 substances. IV. f{. Aril and 1Sf. Kawa-
 Lnta. Brdl. bast. I'k~s. Chem. Pesearela, 
 17, sz9-3o8 (t 938).-I. 1'Le vapour press. 
of phosphorus tribromide. The valour press. 
of phosphorus tribromide acas measured h}' 
 the stltical method in an all-glass app. Qnek-
 son's glass-spring manometer). 'Phe expts. were 
 made over temps. ranging from 40° to its boiling 
 point, and the following equations, relating the 
vapour press. {p) with the absolute mp. (T), 
 were calcd. hom the results: log p=7.67565 
 - z t 17.9 . bg P=7.5030- r~ oa 36'and log 
 p=- z1 Pt'4 }a.75 log '1'-o.ootSy SzT} 
3.86n. The boiling point obtained by the 
 vapour press.-temp. curve is ayz.8°. The 
 latent heat of empomtion at the boiling point 
and the mean heat of evaporation over the 
 temp. range studied were calcd. from the 
 Clausius-Chtpeyron fitrmuLt, tas follows: 
 dl-lr;zs=9704 cal. dHm,„„=9789 cal. The 
 values of Trouton's west, indicate that phos-
phorus tribromide is a normal liquid. 
     II. The vapour press. of phosphorus 
trichloride. The vapour prey, of phosphorus
?04 
[richloridc was pteasurcd over temps. ranging 
from-zo° to° 70, by the same method as in the 
previous sase,~ and the folbwing resuhs acre 
obtained. Three em piric:rl equations relating cxp-
our press. and absolute temp. were obtained :log 
          x657.3 r9j9•o 
P=i•64j6- T ,Iog,P=7•jo3o-Tro333. 
and log p=-.lai7-' tr.jjlogT+o.oo3;zt6 
T'+4drgooz. 1'he. boilingpoint +vas read :u 
74., ;tLy6o mm. from the p-T cone, and the 
latent heat of ecapomtion at lh:; boiling point 
and tLc mean value the. temp. range studied 
were calcct., as f tllowst- dlisa;.=74t4 cal. 
dI-Imm„=,j&- cti: From the values ~of 
Trouton's cons[ it must be conducted that 
phosphorus trichloridc isa normal iyniri. 'I'hc 
freczingpoint was found w Le 93.6° Ly the 
cooling curve method. Authors.-
ry~.-Atomic heat of nitrogen in various 
nitrides. I. S. Satoh.- Sei. I'a7ierx Lrx1. 
Phys- Chcrrt. lierearek, 3~, 95I-76o (r 938). 
-The comic heat of nitrogen o~as deduttvl 
from the molecular heats of v;uious nitrides 
in order to find -it for the purpose of applying 
Neumann-Kopp's law. It was found that the 
atomic ]rent of nitrogen is al»ut z.4 in Gtse 
nitrogen fonns.nitridcs with elenreuG of small 
comic numbers and is about a in else 
niUOgen forms nitrides kith elements of large 
atomic numbers; and that, as• a whole, it 
ranges lrehveen z and 5, considerably smaller 
than the value-6.z.. 'I•he variation of atomic 
heats of nitrogen in some nitrides with temp. 
is alsi discussed. Author. 
t 73. The specific heats of beryllium nit-
ride, phosphorus nitride, and titanium 
nitride. S. Satoh. lice. Paperx Irryt. Pky.. 
Cleeut. Rcacarde,. 34, 533-3y6 (tg38),-9'he 
mean specific heat of ber}•Ilium nitride was 
measured Lv the ice calnrimcter over threw
A ISSTR
                   Itiill~lt~a};L.+~ Vol. 
A C'C 5 Vol. %II 
temp. mneso°•-qq:j G, O'~3o3,3°C, and-o° 
~joo,3 C, ~anct the.equation of the true specific 
heat within the limit state.) by the alwve 
temp. ranges is obtained: C=o.z7z6+~,SSa 
x to-"t-5a63 x to-'t'. 't'he mean specific 
brat of phosphorus nitride ass decd-. by the 
same method over two temp. ranges: o°---
gq.6C and o° •y 3o;.3°C, and the equation 
of the .true specific .Lea[ within the limit st<•tted 
is obtained : C=o•zo>_.y+6,zy_ x ro-'t. 'I`Le 
mean specific heat of titanium nitride was also 
decd. by lire same Snethod over three temp. 
mngcs : o° •.. yq.6°C, o° -V 3oj.3°C, and 
o°C-joo.5°C, 5nd the equation of We tree 
specific heat within the limit stated is obtained : 
C=o.tato+t.y3r 3x to-'t-LZ; x Io-rtz. 
                            _\utlior. 
t 79. Studies of selenious acid. Iz. 
Ishikarva and Fl. abe. See. Papers GrvJ. Plrys. 
Chcur. Research., 34, 77j-736 {tg38).- ` I`lie 
dissociation press. of 13_SeO, have been mcas-
nrcrl by the statical method in the temp. range, 
ao°-tjo°- '1'hc resubs may he mpresented 
by tLc following~egs.: (l;elow yo°) lo; p (nun} 
_ - 3j t 7~9aJT+ t r.9ez1 for H,SeO, (s) 
S^O. (.)+H,O(g) and (:\Igve ,o°) log p 
(non)=- t88G-j/T+7.t jzo for tLc system: 
said. solo: of ScO,~SMi_ (5)+ILO (g). 
The vapour press. of satd. solos. of H 
SeO: have also been measured. and the vapour 
press. tune intersects at about yo° with the 
curves correpnnding o the alxwetreo ey nation: 
'Therefore, H,Sc:U, and its satd. sots. Jo not 
esist above qo°, the solid phase being SeO... 
•fhis conclusion was mnPo•med by the deco: 
n( solubilit}• at various temps. The solubility 
cun•cs intersect with one another at yz°. 1'he 
result of analysis of the solid phase in eyuil. 
with said. solo. shove 70° shows that the 
composition of the solid phase is SeO_ instead 
of I-4Sc0,. .\uthors.
      4-COLLOID H 
t3o. Sorption of vapour by 
L Sano:./. Chem. Soe. Japmr,
C EMISTRY SUR FACE CHEMISTRY 
The sorption velocities and 




59, 333-3qz silica gel
 amts. by 
have been
Ttr ~i1~1t~o)i~~ Vol. 12n (1938)
Nn. G g-Crolnid Chuuriny 
measured at zg°L mtder 5o mm Ilg by a 
stltic metlrod : n-hexane, n-heptane, methyl 
almhol, etl~yl a cohol, ethyl acetate, thyl eiheq 
acetone, pmpyl amine, chloroform, carbon 
tetrachloride, methyl iodide, ethyl iodidq 
carbon disulphide, benzene, and cyclohexane. 
The following rcsulLti were obtained : t. The 
velocities- can Ire expressed hp the formulae 
proposed by Prof. Simahima (&rrll. Chem. 
Sx. Jaymt, 7, t 77• (r 93-))slog (s/s-x) -s 
=kt and s=k log tta, where x denotes the 
sorption amt. at time t, s, k and u being 
musts. z. There holds approximately a linear 
relationship Ir_tween the saln. amt. and the 
molecular volume. Author. 
r8t. On the adsorption of hydrogen on 
reduced nickel. S lijima. This Journal, 1'l, 
r-t4 (r933). 
r 3z. Ott the peptisation of ferric hydro• 
xide by means of super-sonic waves. S, 
Watambe. J. Clrene. Sa..lapan, 56, 463-
475 (r937)~ When super-sonic wave acts on 
the pets. of ferric hydroxide, the volume of 
the Apts. incr~nses. This phenomenon seems 
m he nnaclion particular to super-sonic wave: 
super-sonic wave urges water to occlusion in• 
the interior of a gel, and, even when the gel 
seems to be soli;lified by washing, i[pepriserl. 
That the phenomenon f peptisation Nas dif-
ferent in the c.tse of h^_ated ppts. was ascrib^d 
W variation in the combination lretn•Cen tttc 
particles of ferric hydroxide caused not only 
by the emission of NH, but by crystalisation
rrxd Srofa:r Chnnirfp 20G 
  of amorphous ppts. ]. C. 1..
  i83. On the interfaica] characteriatica 
  of diatomaceous. 5. lianagata and K. 
  Hirutna..l. F.'lrclrochcrn. asxoc..7aPan,6, tq5 
  -tq8 (tg38}.-Applying hmundlich's formula 
  the adsorption of dye-stuff upon c2 kinds of 
  diatomaceous produced in Japan is measured, 
  and influences ofcalcinatinq temp.and electro-
  dialysing treatment upon the atlsorplion arc 
  examd. The relation of the electrokinetic 
  potential to the mlmrption of dye-stuff is also 
  discussed. ~ Authors. 
  t8a. On the adsorption of deuterium on 
  reduced nickel. 5. lijima This Joumal.18,. 
 83-8q {tg38). 
  r 85. A study of the energy distribution 
  of the active centres of catalyeta by the 
  adsorption of poisonous substances. 
  16I. liubokawa. 'This Journal,11, 45z-466 
 {t937)• 
  
r 3G. A note on "The decomposition of 
  methane on the surface of platinum. " 
  M. 1{uh~rkawa. 'I'bis Journal, 11, 467-469 
 (t937)• 
  t8y. The decomposition of methane on 
  reduced nickel PT. Kubokawa. 'Phil 
  Joumal. L, 9o-ro4 (tg38). 
  t38. The activated adsorption of 
  methane on reduced nickel. b[. liuho-
  kaua Proc. ImP. lord., 14.fit-66 (tg38), and 
  This Joumal, 1'l, t49-t59 (1938).
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